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Abstract. Automatic short-answer grading (ASAG) is a system that aims to help speed up the
assessment process without an instructor’s intervention. Previous research had successfully built
an ASAG system whose performance had a correlation of 0.66 and mean absolute error (MAE)
starting from 0.94 with a conventionally graded set. However, this study had a weakness in the need
for more than one reference answer for each question. It used a string-based equation method and
keyword matching process to measure the sentences’ similarity in order to produce an assessment
rubric. Thus, our study aimed to build a more concise short-answer automatic scoring system using
a single reference answer. The mechanism used a semantic similarity measurement approach
through word embedding techniques and syntactic analysis to assess the learner’s accuracy. Based
on the experiment results, the semantic similarity approach showed a correlation value of 0.70 and
an MAE of 0.70 when compared with the grading reference.
Keywords: Automated grading; Short answer; Semantic similarity; Syntax analysis; Word
embeddings

1. Introduction
In education, the assessment of learners is essential for evaluating their knowledge and
understanding. Subjective assessment, such as short-answer questions, is the best choice to
explore understanding and basic knowledge rather than objective assessment, such as
multiple-choice or true/false questions. Short-answer questions require learners to
respond by composing and integrating ideas expressed in their own sentences. However,
grading short-answer exams has its challenges, especially in manual grading and with largescale testing. It requires significant time and has problems in the consistency of the
assessment. Automated scoring can be used as a feasible solution for the short-answer
scoring process. As a solution, we adopted the sentiment analysis process, as in the studies
of Santosh and Vardhan (2015), Mahadzir et al. (2018), and Surjandari et al. (2019).
Automatic short-answer grading (ASAG) is the process of evaluating this type of
question response through a computer program by matching it with a related reference
model (Sahu and Bhowmick, 2020).
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Unlike automated-essay scoring (AES), automated short-answer scoring (ASAS),
another term used for ASAG, emphasizes the content rather than the style (Brew and
Leacock, 2015). Therefore, a simple way of assessing short-essay answers is to measure the
similarity of short-essay answers to an appropriate answer model. A combination of
syntactic and lexical approaches will help the model determine the same semantic meaning
in short-essay answers more simply.
Semantic similarity between learner answers (LA) and reference answers (RA) is the
focus of many kinds of research related to ASAG (Mohler and Mihalcea, 2009; Mohler et al.,
2011; Luchoomun et al., 2019). Three approaches to determine semantic similarity are
knowledge-based, corpus-based, and word-embedding-based measures (Gomaa and
Fahmy, 2013; Sahu and Bhowmick, 2020). Corpus-based similarity measures determine
how many words are alike according to information obtained from large corpora (Gomaa
and Fahmy, 2013). Latent semantic analysis (LSA) is the most popular corpus-based
similarity technique. LSA assumes that words having close meanings will appear in similar
segments of text. LSA uses the concept of a metaphorical “bag of words” that does not
consider the actual order in gathering related words (Cutrone et al., 2011; Ratna et al.,
2013).
Knowledge-based similarity measures determine how words are related using
information derived from semantic networks (Gomaa and Fahmy, 2013). WordNet is the
most popular semantic network in the field of measuring knowledge-based similarities
among words. However, WordNet has inherent limitations related to the availability of
qualified resources; they are not available for all languages, and proper names and domainspecific technical terms are underrepresented (Kenter and De Rijke, 2015).
The word-embedding model has shown successful results in representing words
semantically in a vector space initially proposed by Mikolov and various colleagues
(Mikolov et al., 2013a; Mikolov, et al., 2013b; see also, Bengio et al., 2003; Levy and Goldberg
2014). Word representation in a vector space reflects the semantics of the words. This
paper proposes a semantic similarity calculation method based on this type of wordembedding for grading short-answer responses.
The following section reviews related work in automated short-answer scoring.
Section 3 covers our proposed method. Section 4 reports on and analyses the experimental
results. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusion.
2.

Related Work

Many studies have been conducted to assess the accuracy and reliability of ASAG. In
general, there are two approaches used to automatically evaluate short answers. The first
approach uses a supervised method (Roy et al., 2016; Sultan et al., 2016; Sahu and
Bhowmick, 2020) that extracts features in the short answers. The second approach uses a
variety of unsupervised methods to determine scores based on the distance between the
learner responses and the answer model (Bin et al., 2008; Mohler and Mihalcea, 2009;
Hasanah et al., 2018).
Sahu and Bhowmick (2020) conducted a comparative study of different features and
regression models to improve ASAG. A set of text similarity features, such as knowledgebased measures, corpus-based features, and word-embedding features, were extracted for
each pair of learner response and reference answer. Roy et al. (2016) proposed a transfer
learning technique for ASAG that used an ensemble of a text and numerical classifier to
reduce the continuous labeling effort needed for the task. Sultan et al. (2016) used a
supervised model to predict scores based on semantic similarity and the correct answer
between the learner response and reference answer.
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Mohler and Mihalcea (2009) used unsupervised techniques for the task of ASAG by
comparing some knowledge-based and corpus-based measures of text similarity. Gutierrez
et al. (2013) proposed using a hybrid ontology-based information extraction (OBIE) system
to identify correct and incorrect statements that combined extraction rules and machine
learning-based information extractors. Sakaguchi et al. (2015) combined a learner answerand reference answer-based approach, which included various features of both methods to
build an automatic essay answer assessment model. Heilman and Madnani (2013)
presented a system for short answer scoring that used stacking and domain adaptation to
support the integration of various types of task-specific and general features.
3.

Materials and Methods

3.1. Data Set
This study used the same dataset as the research of Hasanah et al. (2019). The daily
test data for basic programming majors in a computer network engineering class
(Vocational School Grade 2, SMKN 8 Semarang) were used. The aim was to compare the
ASAG method in this study with the method proposed by Hasanah et al. (2019).
The dataset consisted of 224 learner responses (1 daily test × 7 questions × 32
learners). Each question in the dataset contained five reference answers with a different
sentence structure, but we used only one reference answer. Table 1 shows the questions
and the chosen reference answer. The test answers came from 32 learners who took the
test and were collected manually.
Table 1 Questions and reference answers
No.
1.

Question
Apa yang kalian ketahui tentang
algoritma?
(What do you know about algorithm?)

2.

Tuliskan algoritma untuk
menyelesaikan masalah perhitungan
luas persegi panjang
(Write the algorithm to find the area of
a rectangle)
Apa yang kalian ketahui tentang
flowchart?
(What do you know about flowchart?)

3.

4.

5.

6.

Ada berbagai macam simbol-simbol
pada flowchart. Berfungsi untuk apa
simbol decision pada flowchart?
(There are various kinds of symbols on
a flowchart. What is the function of the
decision symbol on a flowchart?)
Berfungsi untuk apa simbol
terminator pada flowchart?
(What is the function of the terminator
symbol on a flowchart)
Apa yang dimaksud dengan
inisialisasi variabel?
(What is variable initialization?)

Answer
Algoritma adalah urutan langkah-langkah logis
penyelesaian masalah yang disusun secara sistematis
dan logis
(Algorithm is a sequence of logical steps for solving
problems that are arranged systematically and
logically)
Start, Masukkan panjang dan lebarnya, Hitung Luas
panjang kali lebar, Hasil kali panjang dan lebar = luas,
Finish
(Start, enter length and width, Calculate area length
times width, Product length and width = area, Finish)
Bagan (chart) yang menunjukkan alir (flow) di dalam
program atau prosedur sistem secara logika
(A chart that shows the flow in a program or system
procedure logically)
Pemilihan proses berdasarkan kondisi yang ada.
(Process selection based on existing conditions.)

Simbol terminator digunakan untuk permulaan
(start) atau akhir (finish) dari suatu kegiatan.
(The terminator symbol is used for the start or end of
an activity.)
Inisialisasi variabel adalah mengisi nilai untuk
pertama kalinya ke dalam variabel.
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Apa fungsi operator pada
pemrograman?
(What are the functions of operators in
programming?)

(Variable initialization is filling a value for the first
time into a variable.)
Operator berfungsi untuk memanipulasi nilai dari
suatu variabel
(Operators function to manipulate the value of a
variable)

Two instructors graded each answer independently using an integer scale from zero
(completely false) to four (perfect solution). Table 2 shows the scores assigned by the two
instructors to the responses of four learners on Question 7. As can be seen from Tables 1
and 2, the dataset contains the various questions, reference answers, learner responses,
and both instructors’ scores for each learner response. To determine the correlation value
and mean absolute error (MAE), the instructors’ scores and their average (representing
manual grading) were compared with the automatic answer grading.
Table 2 Example learner responses and instructors’ manual grading for question 7
No.
7.1

7.2
7.3

7.4

Learner Answer
operator adalah simbol simbol khusus yang digunakan
untuk mengoperasikan suatu nilai data (operand)
(Operator is a special symbol used to operate a data value
(operand))
berfungsi untuk mengoperassikan suatu data
(Function to operate a data)
operator digunakan untuk memanipulasi atau melakukan
proses perhitungan pada suatu nilai variable.
(Operators are used to manipulating or performing
calculations on a variable value.)
fungsi operator = mengelola segala bentuk pemrograman
(operator function = manage all forms of programming)

Score 1*

Score 2*

4

4

The Avg.
Score
4

4

4

4

4

4

4

2

1

1.5

*Score 1 from instructor one and Score 2 from instructor two

3.2. Proposed Method
Figure 1 shows the flow of the proposed ASAG research solution. The ASAG process
consists of three modules: preprocessing, which prepares the text; word embedding, which
is a word vector generator; and scoring, which handles the actual assessment. Word
embeddings like word2vec (i.e., word to vector representation) do not pay attention to the
arrangement of words in a sentence (Xu and Ye, 2017). For example, if a learner’s answer
is "Indonesia adalah ibu kota Jakarta" (Indonesia is the capital of Jakarta) and the reference
answer is "Jakarta adalah ibu kota Indonesia" (Jakarta is the capital of Indonesia), the
learner’s answer is erroneous because it mistakes the two names; however, it will have an
almost identical semantic or even similarity score when the sequence of the words are
ignored.
The initial stage of ASAG is the preprocessing of the learner responses and reference
answers. The next step is the process of calculating the value of the short answers using the
assessment module. The assessment module utilizes word vector representations created
by the word vector generator module.
The short answer is expressed in sentences or paragraphs that could differ from
reference answers lexically or syntactically but have the same semantic meaning. The
learner responses are scored based on the semantic similarity with the reference answers.
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Figure 1 Overview of our ASAG solution

Before calculating the LA and RA’s semantic similarity, we first represent each LA
document and RA as vectors. The average sentence vector represents the document vector.
We use the method proposed by Arora et al. (2016) and apply it at the document level.
Algorithm 1 determines the document vectors based on sentence and word vectors.
The word vectors are obtained by word-embedding models previously trained from a large
corpus using a continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) method or skip-gram. Each sentence in
each LA document and RA is converted into a sentence vector by calculating the average
word vector that composes the sentence. The average calculation uses a weight, 𝛼 /(𝛼 +
𝑝 (𝑤)) , where 𝛼 is constant, and 𝑝(𝑤) is the probability of the word frequency in a
document. Finally, the document vector is obtained by calculating the average of the
sentence vectors that compose the form.
Algorithm 1:
Input:
Output

:
1 :
2 :
3 :
4 :
5
6
7
8

:
:
:
:

Document Embedding
Word embeddings {𝑣𝑤 : 𝑤 ∈ 𝑉}, a set of sentences 𝑆,
parameter 𝑎 and estimated probabilities {𝑝(𝑤): 𝑤 ∈ 𝑉} of the words
Document embeddings 𝑣𝐷
for all sentence 𝑠 in 𝑆 do
1
𝛼
𝑣𝑠 ←
∑
𝑣
|𝑠| 𝑊∈𝑆 𝛼 + 𝑝(𝑤) 𝑤
end for
Form a matrix 𝑋 whose columns are {𝑣𝑠: 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆}, and let 𝑢 be its first singular
vector
for all sentence 𝑠 in 𝑆 do
𝑣𝑠 ← 𝑣𝑠 − 𝑢𝑢𝑇 𝑣𝑠
end for
1
𝑣𝐷 ← ∑ 𝑣𝑠
𝑛

3.3. Experimental Design
This section presents our experimental design with text preprocessing, word
embedding generation, short-answer scoring, and testing scenario. Figure 1 shows the
method in detail.
3.3.1. Text preprocessing
Text preprocessing plays a role in preparing text data that is suitable for processing in
the module for calculating the score of the short-answer responses. This module processes
the learner responses and reference answers. The output is a list of selected words (i.e.,
“bag of words”). This module performs the following processes: text normalization,
tokenization, stop word removal, stemming (removing the suffix from a word and reducing
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it to its root word), part-of-speech (POS) tagging, and dependency parsing using the
Stanford NLP code.
3.3.2. Word embedding generation
The semantic similarity between an LA and RA is determined by calculating the cosine
similarity of their respective document vectors. To obtain the document vector or
document embedding, we need to first obtain the word embedding or word vector. In this
experiment, we used the word2vec training method to obtain the word vectors. Because
training word2vec requires a large corpus, we used the Wikipedia corpus as a universal
word-embedding model. We selected the full Wikipedia dump in Bahasa (Indonesia) that
contained about 365,939 article lines.
To train word2vec, we used the Gensim Python library. We set the CBOW model
training and context window size to five with trained word vectors having 400 dimensions.
Finally, we obtained about 98,000 word vectors from the Wikipedia corpus.
3.3.3. Scoring module
The scoring module calculates the final value of the short answers based on the word
embedding-based semantic similarities between the learner’s responses and the reference
answers. The module also calculates sentences containing negations between the learner’s
response and connections with the answer. In addition, the process used syntactic analysis,
POS tagging, and dependency parsing.
For the syntactic analysis, we used universal dependency languages for Indonesian
treebanks (https://universaldependencies.org/#download), which were converted from
the universal dependency treebank v2.0 (legacy) (Green et al., 2012). The syntactic analysis
process took three steps. In the first step, we determined the POS for each word in the
sentence; for example, the word 'mahasiswa' (students) is a noun, and the word 'belajar'
(study) is a verb. In the second step, we determined the relationship of each word in the
sentence by building a parsing tree with the tags using dependency parsing. For example,
in the sentence 'mahasiswa belajar' (students study), the word 'mahasiswa' (students) has
a relationship with the word 'belajar' (study) as a nominal subject (nsubj). This method
provides flexibility even when the order of words is changed [like 'mahasiswa belajar'
(students study) or 'belajar mahasiswa' (study students)]. In the last step, we linked each
word in the sentence with the word vector from the word-embedding model. The word
vector was then used to calculate the semantic similarity.
3.3.4. Semantic similarity calculation
We measured the semantic similarity between the LAs and RAs to determine the
learner’s accuracy based on the similarity value. This value determines the distance
between the document vector value, the learner’s response, and the reference answer. For
example, a document 𝑑 is composed of several words 𝑤 with the word vector 𝑣𝑤 , so that
the calculation of the document vector value 𝑉𝑑 is through the following equation:
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑣𝑤𝑖

(1)
𝑛
Measuring the semantic similarity between the learners' answers (𝐴) and reference
answers (𝑅) can be obtained by measuring the document vector distance (𝑉𝑑 ) with
𝑉𝑑𝐴 equal to the learner answer document vector, and 𝑉𝑑𝑅 equal to the reference answer
document vector. The calculation of the distances between the vector documents can use
the cosine similarity equation as follows:
𝑉𝑑 =
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𝑆𝑖𝑚 (𝐴, 𝑅) =

𝑉𝑑𝐴 . 𝑉𝑑𝑅
‖𝑉𝑑𝐴 ‖. ‖𝑉𝑑𝑅 ‖

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑣𝑑𝐴𝑖 . 𝑣𝑑𝑅𝑖

=

√∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑣𝑑2𝐴𝑖 . √∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑣𝑑2𝑅𝑖

(2)

3.3.5. Checking the meaning of a sentence containing a negation
A learner’s answer with semantic similarities to the answer reference can still negate
the sentence found in that reference answer. The meaning of two types of negation
sentences can be determined by syntactic analysis through analyzing the sentence by
utilizing the sentence’s grammatical structure.
The grammatical structure of a sentence can be determined by using the POS tagger
and dependency parser. The POS tagger is used to identify the word class in a sentence. In
contrast, the dependency parser is used to analyze the words based on their dependencies.
This study decomposed the sentences into the POS and dependencies using the universal
dependency languages for Indonesian treebanks.
3.4. Short Answer Scoring and Testing Scenario
We determined the short essay’s score by calculating the semantic similarity value
between the learner’s answer and the reference answer, 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝐴, 𝑅). We then multiplied it
by the proportion of sentence pairs with opposite meanings, 𝑡, to obtain the following
equation for the short essay’s score, 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝐴):
𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝐴) = 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝐴, 𝑅). 𝑡

(3)

The testing scenario consisted of three stages:
Conversion of the data set to CSV format with columns arranged question, reference
answers, and learner’s responses.
2) Deletion of words or phrases in the learner’s response and connection to the
solution was part of the question.
3) Normalization of symbols or abbreviations.
1)

The second stage aim was that the learner’s answers and the answer references did not
contain the words or terms in the questions, as shown in Table 3. Furthermore, the third
stage aimed to translate symbols or signs into a word or phrase. After the third stage, each
learner's answer obtained a final score. The final score was a discrete number with a value
range from zero to four, as shown in Table 4. The output was then saved in CSV format as
data for the next testing process.
Table 3 Examples of questions and learner answers that contain the same phrases as the
questions
Question (Q)
Reference Answer (RA)
Learner Answer (LA) (1)
Learner Answer (LA) (3)

Apa fungsi operator pada pemrograman?
(What functions do operators perform in programming?)
Operator berfungsi untuk memanipulasi nilai dari suatu variabel
(Operators function to manipulate the value of a variable)
operator adalah simbol simbol khusus yang digunakan untuk
mengoperasikan suatu nilai data (operand)
(Operator is a special symbol used to operate a data value (operand))
operator digunakan untuk memanipulasi atau melakukan proses
perhitungan pada suatu nilai variable.
(Operators are used to manipulating or performing calculations on a
variable value.
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Table 4 Examples of automatic essay answer assessment results for learners’ responses
(see Table 2)

4.

Question and
Learner No.

Grading from
instructor 1

Grading from
instructor 2

7.1
7.3

4
4

4
4

Average
instructors
grading
4
4

Grading from
automatically
3
3

Results and Discussion

The evaluation of the ASAG system used semantic similarity based on word embeddings.
The instructors’ manual scoring was compared with the automated scoring generated by
our approach (see No. 2–4 in Table 5). We used the Pearson correlation coefficient (𝑟) and
the MAE as the evaluation measures.
The Pearson correlation coefficient indicates the degree of strength of the linear
relationship between, for example, the instructor ratings of the short answers and the
automatic grading of the same answers. Correlation values close to one indicate a strong
relationship between the manual and automated evaluation; a correlation value of zero
indicates no relationship. Negative values in this case are problematic, as this means that
the higher-rated answers of one set are the lower-rated in the other and vice versa. The
equation for calculating the correlation coefficient is as follows:

𝑟𝑥𝑦 =

𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 𝑦𝑖 − (∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑦𝑖 )
√𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖2 − (∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 )2 √𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑦𝑖2 − (∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑦𝑖 )2

(4)

where 𝑥 is a score produced by one method, 𝑦 is a score for the same answer produced by
a second method, and 𝑛 is the total number of learner answers.
The MAE is a metric that can be used to compare two assessment methods. In addition,
it can also stand on its own as an error measure of an individual method. The MAE is
calculated as follows:
∑𝑛𝑖=1|𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 |
(5)
𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
𝑛
We used the correlation coefficient and MAE to make a number of grading comparisons
regarding our test dataset (Table 5). All the comparisons are based on the seven questions
to which the learners responded. Based on the evaluation results for Comparison No. 4, the
proposed research method obtained a correlation coefficient value (𝑟) of 0.7085 with the
averaged instructors’ scores. This value indicates a strong relationship between the
proposed automated scoring and the manual scoring that was conducted. Also, the level of
accuracy of the automated essay answer assessment, 𝑀𝐴𝐸, was 0.7009.
The MAE calculated between the two instructors’ scores (shown as Comparison No. 1 in
Table 5) was relatively low (0.2768) because both instructors had quite similar grading
scores. However, the MAE comparisons for all the automated gradings were more than 0.7
because they used word embedding and syntactic analysis. For example, the word
"membuka/pembuka" (open/opener) in a learner’s answer corresponding to the beginning
word in the reference answer had a low similarity value of 0.2258. In the word2vec training
corpus, the word "membuka/pembuka" and the word "permulaan" (start/beginning) were
not used in the same context; therefore, this increased the MAE values.
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For automatic grading with the approach of Hasanah et al. (2019) (shown as Comparison
No. 5 in Table 5), we report the correlation and MAE scores from their paper. From Table 5
(Comparison No. 4), our approach compared to the same instructor average scores had a
correlation score of 0.7085 and 0.7009 for the MAE score. Thus, our approach has been
shown to anticipate various answers from learners using just one reference answer. Our
approach does not perfectly replicate the instructors’ scores but does so better than the
previous approach, as demonstrated by the respective correlation coefficients.
Table 5 Results of the ASAG evaluation
No.

Grading Score Comparison Made

Correlation (r)

1
2

Instructor 1 (Manual) vs. Instructor 2 (Manual)
Instructor 1 (Manual) vs. Proposed ASAG (Automated
Using Word Embedding and Syntactic Analysis)
Instructor 2 (Manual) vs. Proposed ASAG (Automated
Using Word Embedding and Syntactic Analysis)
Instructor Average (Manual) vs. Proposed ASAG
(Automated Using Word Embedding and Syntactic
Analysis)
Instructor Average (Manual) vs. Previous ASAG
[Automated, as Reported by Hasanah et al. (2019)]

0.8964
0.6788

Mean Absolute
Error (MAE)
0.2768
0.7232

0.6932

0.7679

0.7085

0.7009

0.6542

0.9499

3
4

5

5. Conclusions
This paper explored the semantic similarity approach for automatic short answer
grading. We believe this paper made two significant contributions. First, while the previous
research used multiple answer references, our proposed method used only a single
reference answer. Second, to make our method more influential than the previous study, we
applied syntactic analysis by utilizing POS tagging, dependency relationships, and the wordembedding method. In the future, we intend to improve the word2vec model by adding
more text corpora as training model input. Furthermore, we would like to expand the
research problem, especially for short essay answers requiring a sequence of solutions.
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